
Hoplite UR75

MOISTURE-CURED
URETHANE ADHESIVE

WARRANTY CERTIFICATE
Hoplite UR75 technology offers a performance warranty equal to the wood flooring manufacturer’s 
warranty. LW Flooring warrants that Hoplite UR75 Wood Flooring Adhesive is guaranteed for the 
installation of all parquet, engineered wood flooring, acrylic impregnated wood flooring, long-plank, 
and pre-finished and un-finished solid wood up to 3/4” thick over approved subfloors. Exotic species of 
flooring such as Bamboo, Brazilian Cherry, Mahogany, and other exotic woods may behave differently 
than standard domestic hardwood commonly used in flooring installations. Note: Contact LW Flooring 
for exotic species recommendations. Not recommended for Teak flooring.

This adhesive must be used in accordance with LW Flooring ’s published pre-installation and jobsite 
installation instructions, and the wood flooring manufacturer’s subfloor, moisture and alkali limitations. 
Failure to follow these specific instructions completely will void the warranty.

This warranty does not extend to or cover failures from conditions of high alkali, hydrostatic pressure, 
excessive vapor emissions, uneven subfloors beyond the LW Flooring ’s specifications and tolerances; 
unapproved subfloor materials, improper material selection; improper substrate preparation; improper 
installation; or complaints relative to defects in the wood flooring materials.

This warranty does not cover damage to the adhesive or wood flooring caused by the introduction of 
excessive water from such causes as broken water pipes, sink overflow, leaky plumbing, flooding, 
weather conditions, or improper maintenance. Being a natural product, hardwood flooring will expand 
and contract through normal seasonal temperature and humidity variations. Periodic separation 
between floorboards is a normally occurring condition and is not an adhesive related defect. LW 
Flooring reserves the right to physically inspect and determine the cause for each claim. All claims 
repaired and/or replaced prior to inspection will void the warranty. In the event of an adhesive bond 
failure judged to be so solely by an authorized LW Flooring representative, LW Flooring will repair or 
replace at our discretion that section of the floor judged to have failed. This warranty is limited to one 
repair or replacement and in all cases is the sole remedy and obligation offered. Incidental and/or 
consequential damages are excluded under this warranty.
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